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The four Saints and Saintesses controlled their Great Daos and conjured many Dao soldiers to

attack Su Zimo and monkey.

Su Zimo held the Avici and Netherworld swords in his hands. His eyes burned with purple flames

and he had already seen the Great Daos controlled by the four Saints and Saintesses clearly.

All the weaknesses and flaws of the four Great Daos could not be hidden from Su Zimo's eyes!

Clang clang clang!

Su Zimo waved the Avici and Netherworld swords. He did not need to expend too much energy to

cut down the Dao soldiers of the four Saints and Saintesses!

Every time the sword landed, it would strike the weakest spot of the Dao soldiers.

Coupled with the sharpness of the Avici and Netherworld swords, the attacks of the four Saints and

Saintesses were like paper in front of Su Zimo. They collapsed with a single strike!

"What!"

The four Saints and Saintesses were shocked!

In the blink of an eye, the two sides were already very close.

In a panic, the four Saints and Saintesses hurriedly retreated, wanting to distance themselves from

Su Zimo.

Right then, two divine lights, one black and one white, shot out from Su Zimo's eyes. They

intertwined in midair and instantly formed a gigantic Yin-Yang Pisces Diagram!

The Pisces chased each other and spun slowly, releasing a huge suction force.

It blocked the retreat of the four Saints and Saintesses.

"Break!"

The blood qi of the four Saints and Saintesses surged.

They conjured a bloodline phenomenon and pushed the power of their sacred blood to the limit.

With a combined attack, they shattered the Yin-Yang Pisces Diagram!

However, with this delay,

Su Zimo, who was wielding two swords, had already caught up to the four of them!

Buzz!

The sound of a sword rang.

The Avici Sword slashed down.

The extreme sharpness directly cut off the arm of a Saint.

In that instant,

Blood gushed out like a fountain!

The Saint only had time to let out a scream before his Essence Spirit was swallowed by the Avici

Hell in the sword body.

He was buried in it.

The Netherworld Sword cut open the clothes of a Saintess.

It left a faint trace of blood on her snow-white back.

A terrifying killing intent instantly surged into her body and rushed into her consciousness, killing the

Essence Spirit of this Saintess!

A Saint and Saintess.

Dead on the spot!

One of the saints was intercepted by the monkey. Both sides only exchanged a single blow, and the

monkey, who was heavily injured, could not withstand the attack and was forced to retreat.

However, this Saint had also lost his last chance to escape!

Su Zimo, who was chased over,

Beheaded by the sword!

The four Holy Sons and Holy Daughters had been defeated too quickly!

It was almost a face-to-face encounter.

Three of them had died!

At this point in the battle, there were twelve Holy Sons and Holy Daughters.

Half of it was already broken!

When the Nine Shadows Holy Son and the others who were fighting Night Spirit, Eternal Green

Supremacy, and Evil Extermination Supremacy saw this scene, their faces paled in shock and fear!

If they allowed Su Zimo to continue his killing spree,

The six of them would not be spared either!

"Araki Takeshi, you overthrew the Heavenly Court.

Release the evil spirit.

He even dared to ascend to the Great Wide World.

Killing the people of the Holy Land.

This is truly unforgivable! "

Suddenly!

A dignified voice echoed through the Forbidden Zone of Spacetime.

It echoed endlessly.

In the next moment, nine figures appeared in the forbidden zone of time and space at the same

time. Their bodies flickered with dazzling light.

The Holy Aura covered the surroundings.

It intimidated all races!

The Saints had descended!

The flames of war in the Forbidden Zone of Spacetime.

They were instantly extinguished!

No one could ignore such a level of existence.

Su Zimo also looked up. These nine Saints.

They were the nine masters of the Heavenly Courts who had once joined forces to establish the

Nine Heavens in the medium-class world!

He had always wanted to hide Araki Takeshi's identity. Actually, what he was most worried about.

It was this matter.

The nine masters of the Heavenly Courts were all Saints.

In the medium-class world, they were restricted by the laws of heaven and earth and were unable

to unleash their combat strength. They were suppressed by him one after another.

They returned in a crushing defeat and lost all face.

Saints could not be humiliated!

These nine Saints from the five Holy Lands.

If they knew his identity,

They would definitely not let this matter rest!

"You guys leave!"

Su Zimo transmitted his voice to Night Spirit and Monkey beside him.

"Big Brother.

Since we're here today,

We don't plan to live! "

Even when facing a Saint,

Monkey was still arrogant and unruly. He raised his head and looked at the Saint without the

slightest respect.

Night Spirit didn't say anything and only nodded.

"I'm different from you guys."

Su Zimo continued to transmit his voice. "Even if this Qinglian's true body dies, I won't die. My Wu

Dao's true body is still here."

Hearing this, Monkey and Night Spirit hesitated.

Su Zimo continued, "If you guys escape, we will still have a chance to reunite in the future. If you

guys accompany me, you will have died for nothing! "

The first target of the nine Saints was him.

As long as the others didn't take the initiative to offend the nine Saints, the other party wouldn't

have a good reason to attack.

Near Xuan Ku Mountain.

They had just seen Su Zimo's counterattack, killing the Saints and defeating the supreme beings of

all races.

The humans all cheered in unison.

Their spirits were lifted.

But in the blink of an eye …

The nine Saints appeared.

The surrounding cheers quickly faded.

The surroundings became quiet again.

The Saints had appeared!

This meant that this matter had risen to another level!

"We humans also have Saints. We can't let them kill Araki Takeshi!"

"However, we humans only have two Saints. If we fight, I'm afraid …"

"Are we just going to watch as Araki Takeshi is suppressed by the Saints?"

Discussions broke out in the crowd.

Many cultivators subconsciously looked at Saint Jiangchao and Saint Hui Ming.

In the battle between the supreme beings earlier on, the two Saints were worried that they would

break the rules and did not attack.

But now, the five sacred grounds were the first to break the rules!

The nine Saints had descended and were going to attack Su Zimo!

Saint Rivertide and Saint Hui Ming's expressions changed. They did not say anything but their

hearts were suffering immensely.

"Hais."

The mountain elder, who had been silent, suddenly let out a deep sigh. His body moved and he

headed toward the space node in mid-air.

He was about to enter the forbidden spacetime ground!

When they saw that, Saint Rivertide and Saint Hui Ming made up their minds and followed behind

the mountain elder without hesitation, entering the forbidden spacetime ground together!

"Fellow Daoists."

The mountain elder arrived at the forbidden spacetime ground and looked at the nine Saints. He

cupped his fists and said bitterly, "Today's matter is ultimately a battle between supreme beings.

Although there are killings, it's not appropriate for a Saint to step in."

"Hmph!"

Saint Remote Heaven sneered and said, "Of course, we won't interfere in a battle between

supreme beings. We're here to punish Araki Takeshi for his crimes! "

"If it weren't for him, the Evil Demon and Nether Ghost Paths wouldn't have revived in the 33

Heavens in the northwest!"

Saint Ether asked expressionlessly, "Mountain elder, are you humans trying to help the Evil Demon

and Nether Ghost Path to bring chaos to the Greater World?"

"Everyone, why are you so murderous?"

The mountain elder's expression became even more bitter. He shook his head and said, "You don't

have to accuse me of such a huge crime. I can't bear it."

"Fellow Daoists, can you give this old man some face and let them live on account of our past

friendship?"

Whether it was the thousands of races in the forbidden spacetime ground or the humans in Xuan Mi

Mountain, they were all shocked!

The mountain elder was friends with the nine Saints of the five sacred grounds!

That was why he could address the nine Saints as fellow Daoists despite being a supreme.

(End of Chapter)
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